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disrupt the local currency.

divert medical resources from pressing local problems.

degrade the environment.

Question 1    

QUESTION 1  (1 point possible)

(click one answer)

Which of the following best describes an ethical concern highlighted by Professor Kukla

about medical tourism? Its potential to:
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 EDIT

Question 2    

QUESTION 2  (1 point possible)

(click one answer)

Which of the following best describes the ethical concern that can arise when medical

tourism is under-regulated?
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Competition for medical tourism will become fierce.

Those seeking services may have difficulty identifying service providers.

Safeguards and protections for those participating may be lacking.
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Tourists may have difficulty navigating the bureaucratic requirements.

The routinization of a practice can make it difficult for poor citizens to resist

engaging in it.

Supply will exceed demand.

Question 3    

QUESTION 3  (1 point possible)

(click one answer)

Which of the following best describes the ethical concern that can arise when the services

sought by medical tourists, such as surrogacy, becomehyper-regulated?
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When A coerces B into selling something.

When A convinces B to engage in a transaction that does not benefit B.

Question 4    

QUESTION 4  (2 points possible)

(click one answer)

Which of the following best defines an exploitative transaction?
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When A gains an advantage from a transaction that B agrees to out of an

unfair set of options.

When A deceives B about the purpose of the transaction.
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Research subjects attributing therapeutic intent to research.

Research participants believing they will receive compensation for

participating in the research.

Patients having an unrealistic hope for a cure.

Research subjects not understanding the concept of "placebo."

Question 5    

QUESTION 5  (2 points possible)

(click one answer)

Which of the following best characterizes the "therapeutic misconception"?
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an untested medicine.

a substance used as a medicinal intervention that has no therapeutic effect.

Question 6    

QUESTION 6  (1 point possible)

(click one answer)

In the context of a clinical trial, a placebo refers to:
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a pill covered in sugar.
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